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Join me and Ride International Tours for 
the 2022 Ultimate Tour de France trip. I’ll 
be drawing, riding and hanging out with 
you in France!

 Check out their site here, let me know if 
you have any questions and watch for the 
Tour de France launch coming up on
October 14!

Tour de France? Now?
I must start with - It’s never too early 
to start planning your trip to France - 
The Tour De France!

I’ve missed two years in France and 
I’m doing all I can to get back in 2022. 
With any luck on my side I’ll make it.

But it takes more than luck to have a 
great TDF experience, it takes plan-
ning, logistices and experience. Which 
is why I’m putting my 2022 Tour de 
France into the hands of experts, my 
friends Grace and Pat from Ride Inter-
national Tours.

This Veloist Rides edition puts a focus 
on great rides in France, some of which 
we’ll be doing next summer.

So check out the rides you could be
doing and visit Ride International 
Tours to learn more.

Vive le Tour!!
Enjoy the Veloist Ride.

-Michael Valenti, Cycling Artist

https://www.rideinternationaltours.com/tours/2022-ultimate-tour-de-france/
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5-MUST-DO
TOUR•DE•FRANCE
RIDES IN THE FRENCH ALPS



For cycling fanatics, the French Alps 
are hard to beat. Located in Eastern 
France, the area is the perfect destina-
tion, especially for cyclists wanting to 
challenge themselves. The region offers 
tough climbs and is also where many 
cyclo-sportives are situated for those 
wishing to take their cycling to another 
level.

So, if you’re planning to elevate your 
cycling experience, here are our top 5 
Tour de France inspired rides in the 
French Alps.

1. ALPE D’HUEZ LOOP:
90KM-2800M

The 14km climb of Alpe d’Huez is quite 
possibly the most famous in the world. 
That’s why it is no wonder that the 21 
hairpins of Alpe d’Huez are explored by 
an average of 400 cyclists each day. By 
the way, each bend is named after pre-
vious stage winners.
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2. COL DU GLANDON, CROIX 
DE FER, LACETS DE
MONTVERNIER – COL DU 
MADELAINE: 120KM – 4500M
This route is an Alpine classic, travers-
ing through high mountain pastures, 
venturing up the incredible road of the 
Lacets de Montvernier of the Savoie 
region. Cycling Col de la Croix de Fer 
through Col du Glandon is a busy one. 
There are often plenty of cyclists ven-
turing up to the summit, especially in 
the warmer months. It’s not surprising 
because of the opportunity to climb 
two mountains in one ride. The average 
gradient for each climb is favourable 
but expect some steep descents along 
the route.

Our suggested Alpe d’Huez ride is 
a loop that includes the classic Alpe 
d’Huez Tour de France route, on the 
way up Alpe d’Huez keep an eye out for 
the 300-year-old farmhouse located at 
bend 12 in the small village. Pause at 
the village of Alpe d’Huez for an oblig-
atory photo on the podium, before con-
tinuing onto the Col de Sarenne loop. 
The route is relatively tricky technical-
ly, yet absolutely doable for road bikes.

Make sure to take enough water with 
you. Summer makes the climb much 
more complicated and hotter, especial-
ly with the sun’s reflection off the walls 
and tarmac. Water is plentiful on the 
Alpe d’Huez road if you keep a keen 
eye out and available in La Garde en 
Oisans at bend 16, if you’re looking for 
cafes, you will find good choices over at 
Alpe d’Huez village.

After the village of Alpe d’Huez, our 
suggested route becomes remote 
very quickly, here you will need to 
be self-sufficient as the ride returns 
along the jaw-dropping balcony roads 
and back down to the valley floor. The 
views are stunning, It’s undoubtedly a 
first-class French Alps experience.
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Top up with water and food once you 
get to Le Rivier d’Allemont. It can be 
tricky to find an eatery along the way. 
However, you will find a drinking foun-
tain upon reaching the village.

There are two large dams on the route, 
the Lac de Grand Maison and Lac du 
Verney. From the peak of Col du Glan-
don, you can see Mont Blanc, which is 
the highest mountain in Europe.

But the trial is not done with 17 hair-
pin turns waiting as you get to Les 
Lacets de Montvernier. The way needs 
to be seen to be believed. Les Lacets 
de Montvernier is perched on a cliff’s 
edge. You will want to savour every 
moment of the experience. The roads 
are exquisite, and food awaits at the 
top of the mountain at the Col de Mad-
eleine Chalet. It’s a beautiful climb 
that’s so unrelenting. Col de Madeleine 
is an absolute must for any cycling en-
thusiast.

3. COL D’IZOARD, BRIANÇON 
TO MONTGENÈVRE:
70KM – 2450M
Col d’Izoard has been on the route 34 
times previously in the Tour de France 
since 1922. It’s a classic with a unique 
experience, including above the tree 
line where a moonscape awaits. It 
starts in Guillestre and runs about 31.5 
km long. 

The route gets serious as you arrive at 
the intersection of the Col d’Izoard and 
Col de Agnel, be sure to turn sharp left 
or you may end up in Italy. The first ki-
lometre from the intersection will give 
you a view of the open countryside. You 
get a little bit of rest when you reach 
Arvieux, but the real test starts after 
that.

Finish your day at the frontier town of 
Montgenèvre, where French-Italian fu-
sion food awaits. It’s relatively close to 
Italy and has served as a trading route 
since the Roman Empire.

So, after setting off from Briançon, 
riding the Col de Montgenèvre Pass lets 
you in on the Italian border right at the 
summit of the climb. This pass is not 
only featured in the Tour de France but 
also in Giro d’Italia.

Col de Montgenèvre is known as a hik-
ers’ paradise with various paths wind-
ing through the mountain. There are 
ski resorts, including expansive ones 
reaching the Petit Collet ridge and the 
Mont de la Plane trail. That means 
there is an exceptional panorama that 
showcases the surrounding peaks – the 
French and Italian.



4. CHAMONIX – SIXT-FER-
À-CHEVAL – COL DE JOUX-
PLANE TO MORZINE: 115KM 
– 2400M
Cyclists love Col de Joux-Plane, 
which is a renowned major pass of the 
French Alps. However, it is not for the 
faint-hearted. It is complex even for 
the experienced Tour de France and 
Dauphiné Libéré riders. Climbing Col 
de Joux-Plane needs rigorous train-
ing, but surely the effort is well worth 
it. One reason is the view over Mont-
Blanc, which is so rewarding.

Chamonix is a favourite location of 
ours deep in the Central Alps. It’s a 
stunning ride that starts at the base of 
Mont Blanc in Chamonix. When here, 
get ready for this iconic alpine location, 
which is abuzz year-round for Alpine 
adventures. Follow the railway that 
leads to Mer de Glace, allowing you to 
explore the glacier and ice sculptures 
along the way.

But on a clear day, don’t miss the 
chance to experience riding the world’s 
tallest cable car. You will get to the 
top of Aiguille du Midi, which proud-
ly stands 3842m. Prepare for some 
awe-inspiring Mont Blanc views and 
nearby peaks.

Sixt-Fer-à-Cheval, on the other hand, is 
a stunning Alpine landscape and view-
point. The journey from Chamonix to 
Sixt-Fer-à-Cheval is about 71km. Your 



It’s a great way to take a short break for 
your legs, so you have more energy for 
the next climb. You can also find some 
restaurants and shops in Valloire.

After descending, you will once again 
climb up a gentle gradient for about 
five kilometres. But expect that it will 
only get more challenging with slopes 
from 7 to 10 per cent. Replenish your 
water bottles from the sources along 
the main road. The final water source 
is at a refuge about 8km below the col. 
You will also find a snack bar before 
the col on the south and north sides.

You can descend to the south side from 
this col, which means you will reach 
Col du Lautaret, which has an altitude 
of 2058m. You will find the route ap-
proximately 8km below the summit. 
Turn right to get to Le Bourg d’Oisans; 
otherwise, you will head to Briançon if 
you go left.

5. COL DU GALIBIER VIA COL 
DU TÉLÉGRAPHE, COL DU 
LAUTARET – BOURG D’OISANS: 
85KM – 2600M
Col du Galibier is among the highest 
altitude climbs in the French Alps at 
2642m. There are two routes for you 
to choose from, with the first one being 
the ascent from the north side. You be-
gin the journey in the Savoie region of 
France for this route. The other option 
is the south side ascent, which starts 
from the Hautes Alpes region via Col 
du Lautaret.

Col du Galibier has been featured in 
many of the Tour de France stages over 
the years. The most recent is in 2017. It 
is also quite popular in amateur cycling 
competitions, including Marmotte 
Granfondo, which takes place each 
year. The road is accessible before May 
ends until early November, it all de-
pends on the snowfall percentage, it’s 
always best to check the weather before 
planning or setting off on your ride.

The ascent to Col du Télégraphe is not 
demanding and is, in fact, relatively 
steady with a gradient of just over 7%. 
Most of the route is right on a tree-
lined road, so you do not have to wor-
ry about enjoying some shade during 
scorching days. If you’re famished, 
try the restaurant at the top of the col. 
From here, there is a 4km descent to-
wards the Valloire ski resort. RIDE INTERNATIONAL TOURS
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READY TO EXPLORE FRANCE?
JOIN ME!
You could be cycling through France 
in summer 2022 enjoying the amazing 
culture, food and wine experiences, 
seeing the Tour de France and
challenging yourself on the beautiful 
rides on this list!

RIT is taking bookings for the 2022
Ultimate Tour de France, 2023 Ulti-
mate Tour de France and Pyrenees 
Signature tours.

So join me with Pat and Grace and 
let’s ride the Alpes during the Tour de 
France - I can tell you from first hand 
experience, there is nothing on earth 
better than being in Frace, in July!

Vive le Tour!

-m

Get in Touch
Ride International Tours
Pat Fitzpatrick

pat@rideinternational.com

rideinternationaltours.com
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